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Summary
On August 3, 2015, Florida Blue implemented an electronic Certificate of Medical Necessity
called Clinical Form. For certain procedures, a “Certificate of Medical Necessity” button will
display on the Authorization/Referral Results page in Availity®. This may reduce the need
for medical records. It will also allow providers to respond electronically to requests for
clinical information for approximately 200 procedure codes for which Florida Blue would
normally request medical records.
Benefits of using the Clinical Form include:
∗ Real-time electronic method to deliver medical documentation for receiving an
automatic referral/authorization decision (some exceptions apply).
∗ No faxing, emailing or mailing supporting documentation to Florida Blue required
(some exceptions apply).
∗ Simplified process for obtaining clinical information can enhance office efficiency.
∗ Real-time responses from Florida Blue.

The following slides provide steps for completing a clinical
form. Questions & Answers are provided on slide 14.
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Clinical Form Navigation
Sign into Availity
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Clinical Form Navigation
Authorization/Referral Request

Referrals - Authorized services rendered in an office based setting
Authorizations - Authorized services in a facility location (hospital, ASC,
etc.)
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Clinical Form Navigation
Completing the Request
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Clinical Form Navigation
Completing the Request
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Clinical Form Navigation
Completing the Request
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Clinical Form Navigation
Submitting the Request

Note: the new
Clinical Form button
appears when any of
the applicable
procedure codes
have been entered
based on the
member’s benefit
plan.
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Clinical Form Navigation
Clinical Form Button
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Clinical Form Navigation
Selecting the Organization

Florida Blue
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Clinical Form
Attestation/Acknowledgment

Note: The Attestation/ Acknowledgment drop-down
field is required.
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Clinical Form
Completing the Form

Note: If Florida Blue requests
more information, it will be noted
at bottom of the form with an
email contact or fax number.
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Clinical Form Response

This concludes the training for accessing and submitting a Clinical
Form in Availity. Additional Q&As begin on the following slide.
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Clinical Form Q&As
Q: How do I use the toolbar?
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red X: More information is needed to complete the form such as the medical necessity review
indicates information submitted isn't meeting medical necessity requirements and it will pend for
review.
Green check: Green check means it meets medical necessity and an approval will be received. Save
button: Saves all data entered in Clinical Form in order to complete at a later time. If the saved form
is opened by Florida Blue employee while in a saved status, the provider can no longer access the
form.
Notes: Currently not utilized.
Complete: Once selected, the content of the form cannot be updated.
Last Answer: Will move you to the last question
Cancel (Coming Soon): Will cancel the form. It can be accessed again by running an
Authorization/Referral Inquiry. Until this is available, please click red x in right upper corner
Full Screen: Opens screen to full view.
Number Boxes: Non-functional
Blue Clock: Non-functional
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Clinical Form Q&As
Q: What does this icon do?
A: The icons marked below are non-functional on the Clinical Form.
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Clinical Form Q&As
Q: Do all procedures require completion of a Clinical Form?
A: No. However, in the near future additional procedures will also have forms.
Q: Is there an additional fee for using the Clinical Form?
A: No.
Q: Once Clinical Form is submitted, may I retrieve and edit or view it?
A: No
Q: How can I send additional information (i.e. photos, medical records)?
A: The bottom of the form indicates if additional information is needed and where to send it.
Q: How do I exit the form?
A: Close your browser tab/window once you see the successful submission message.
Q: Why did a Clinical Form appear for the same service for one patient but not another?
A: Different employer benefit plans have different requirements for medical review.
Q: What if I want to cancel the form after starting one?
A: Please select the red ‘x’ in the upper right corner of the browser window/tab. A Cancel button at the
top of the page will be provided soon.
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Clinical Form Q&As
Q: Why don’t I get a Clinical Form on Referrals and Authorizations that have more than one
procedure?
A: A future enhancement will enable multiple Clinical Forms for one Referral and Authorization request.
Today, a form will generate for single-line Referrals and Authorizations only.
Q: How will I be notified once medical review is complete?
A: An Availity inquiry can provide status of the request. Florida Blue representatives will contact the
provider’s office based on the current process and timelines.
Q: What if the form was never completed? What happens then?
If a clinical form is never completed, the approval process for the request will follow the existing process.
The form is available for completion until a decision is rendered.
Q: Where do I call with questions about my patient’s plan regarding whether they need a Referral
or Authorization?
A: Use Availity’s Eligibility and Benefits Tool to determine benefits for specific services or the Availity
Authorization Tool for requesting authorization for specific services.
If the patient needs expedited or urgent care that could seriously jeopardize the life or health of the
patient call PRSMR (800) 955-5692. If after hours, a nurse is available by following the prompts. You
may leave a voice message for a nurse to call you back.
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Clinical Form FAQs
Q. What is the availability of the form once launched and how long do I have to complete it before
it times out?
A. There is no time limit to completing the form as long as the user is active. If the user is idle, then the
page will be disabled after 60 minutes in JIVA. Availity becomes disabled after 30 minutes of no activity.
Q. What happens to the form once the user completes OR saves (partially completes) the form?
A. Once the form is completed and submitted to Florida Blue, the information is used to assist in
determining the disposition of the request. Completed forms are saved as part of the request
transaction, but not available for view. Partially completed forms will be available for update and
revision until the time the form is completed by either the submitter or the appropriate Florida Blue
representative.
Q. How do I access a saved form?
A. You can access the form by selecting the Authorization/Referral Inquiry in Availity.
Q: Where do I call when I receive a technical error?
A: Availity – (800) AVAILITY.
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